Methodology
To develop a foundation around understanding the risks involved for large crowd gatherings
outdoors and how those risks are typically assessed both in the planning stages, and at an actual
event, we relied on research in a branch of science called “crowd dynamics.” As noted by Dr. G
Keith Still, crowd dynamics can be defined as “the study of the how and where crowds form and
move above the critical density of more than one person per square meter. At high density there
is potential for overcrowding and personal injury. It is therefore important to understand the
dynamics of crowds, how crowds understand and interpret information systems, how
management systems affect crowd behavior. 1”
More recently the study of crowd dynamics has been expanded to “crowd science” including the
psychology of crowds and behavior implications rather than purely the dynamics and physics of
crowds and how they move. The makeup of a crowd in age range, ratio of men to women, the
nature of the performance and performers, and the audience behavior all play key roles in
assessing risks and developing policies and procedures for crowd management and ultimately
good safety practices.
Crowd density is typically a static number of persons per square meter (or per square foot)
without any consideration of other risk factors. Crowd dynamics takes into consideration
additional key risk factors such as the composition of the crowd, the venue size, any slope
change and direction of slope within key areas of the venue, alcohol consumption, temperature
conditions and the role that motion plays in the force of crowds. By coupling identified
additional risks to the crowd density analysis, this leads to better planning and evaluation of
allowable crowd densities at events.
Crowd safety planning begins with the event application and evaluation of an accurate projected
number of participants, the venue and any unique features of the venue, proposed alcohol
consumption, audience profile (age range, ratio of men to women, potential for heavy alcohol
consumption, likelihood of drug consumption, physical behavior: slammers, body surfers, slam
dancers, etc.), character of the artists or groups (for example, diving into audience, throwing
items into the audience, performing in the audience area, etc.), single staging versus multiple
stages and the size of the venue. 2
These primary risk factors help to develop a risk profile for an event and appropriately plan for
crowd safety based on acceptable crowd density and flow. If there are additional risk factors (as
noted above) lower crowd densities help reduce risk. For events where a lower number of risk
factors are present higher crowd densities are possible without risking crowd safety.
1
2

Still, G Keith (2000). Crowd Dynamics. Warwick: University of Warwick – Department of Mathematics.
nd
Health and Safety Executive: The Event Safety Guide 2 Ed. (1999). Surrey: Crown.
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As noted by Dr. G Keith Still in his definition of crowd dynamics and the evolution to crowd
science, understanding the audience profile has become an important risk factor. Through
development of an audience profile both the audience and artists or groups performing are taken
into direct consideration of the risk equation. The potential behaviors of the audience and the
effects on audience behaviors by the artists or groups performing are used as risk factors to
establish a better evaluation of crowd risks and safety needs.
Our research focused on identifying standards of comparison for outdoor events with standing
crowds sometimes called, “festival seating” since the Lucky Man, Summer Ends Event in
September 2015 took place in an outdoor setting. Through discussions with Fire Prevention,
Special Events and the Police Department, we discovered that a specific standard for outdoor
event crowd density and flow had not been established for Tempe Beach Park. Fire Prevention
has relied upon an indoor standard of approximately a 7:1 or square footage divided by 7 equals
crowd capacity. This calculation yields similar results to other accepted methods of crowd
estimates and safety.
Research identified a number of accepted methods to estimate crowd density based upon their
implied effects on safety. Some methods are used to estimate crowds during planning, some are
post event estimates, and some are used to strictly identify the static density while others are
used to consider both crowd density and ability of the crowd to flow freely. Thus, in high
density crowds, flow is dramatically restrained where one person may cause the entire crowd to
move since individuals do not have any space to maneuver. High density conditions are
primarily the cause of injury in most crowd related incidents including “crowd crush.” If a high
density crowd has added risk factors similar to the incidents that occurred during the Summer
Ends Event like heat, alcohol consumption and a downward slope toward barriers the risk
increases exponentially.
As part of our study, Internal Audit evaluated the Tempe Beach Park area through field trips to
gain insights about the venue for evaluation of photographs that were taken during the Summer
Ends Event and subsequent photos taken without an event. These field trips helped to identify
landmarks within available photos and determine distance points of reference for measurements,
and ultimately an estimate of the crowd density and size of the crowd.
Based upon field visits to Tempe Beach Park and analysis of information available through
photos, media accounts and internal communication during the incident, we determined that the
venue has three primary areas: a prime entertainment area, a sub-prime entertainment area and
the entire remaining area. Although applications have contained usage plots and proposed
layouts and locations, the area has never been divided in terms of crowd safety. Our primary
conclusion is that during certain performances, the prime performance area must be carefully
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controlled to prevent more than 9,500-10,000 people from converging into this area during an
event.

Roles and Responsibilities
Best practices require development and ongoing analysis, planning, inspection, policy and
procedures for operations and a continuous review of crowd safety management and the systems
used to manage and evaluate crowd risks. A critical component of an evaluation for an event
from a crowd density and safety perspective must begin from the submission of the application
through to the monitoring of the actual event(s). By considering the crowd density and risk
factors in the application review and approval, appropriate limits can be set and appropriate plans
made to prevent or mitigate crowd risks. The roles and responsibilities for crowd safety are
shared between Special Events, Public Safety Units and the event promoter.

Training
Although we primarily focused this appendix on crowd density in Tempe Beach Park as a root
factor during the incident at the Lucky Man, Summer Ends Event, good crowd safety
management covers a broader spectrum. Each special event has unique characteristics,
requirements and needs for crowd safety. The broader scope for a special event encompasses
ingress toward the venue both vehicular and pedestrian, access corridors if emergency response
is needed, internal venue crowd flow and density management, and in the event of an evacuation
scenario, egress plans to prevent injury during an evacuation requirement.
Thus, the City needs a specialist that can work with public safety (Fire, Rescue and Police) to
identify potential crowd density hazards or recognize hazards during an event. A specialist with
appropriate knowledge and skills can facilitate evaluation of events so that crowd safety is
optimized at every point. It is prudent for this person organizationally to reside in Fire
Prevention to maintain independence and objectivity of opinion in matters involved with crowd
safety management, acceptable density ratios and actual conditions.

Risk Assessment
Our research includes general guidance and illustrations to help understand analysis of crowds
and our conclusions that the crowd density for the prime entertainment area was high risk and a
direct contributor to the incidents during the September 2015, Summer Ends Event.
Crowd Planning Models are based on understanding how and where crowds form and
move, and considering how and where they may reach critical mass. Safety limits (density)
are affected by design effects and queuing. The most critical risk to avoid is crush potential,
where the density becomes so highly packed that people become physically distressed,
severally or critically injured. Crowd planning must include both normal and emergency
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situations. Evaluating the ingress, circulation and egress of the crowd and how it may be
affected by venue and surround area design, information systems and communication, crowd
management for both normal and emergency conditions are vital to a good safety plan.
Other considerations include “short cuts,” the crowd will exploit all short cuts; operational
sightlines can be deceptive and must be carefully evaluated in proper perspective; not all
space in a venue is used evenly; and, at high density the crowd moves at the pace of the
slowest individual. During an event, strategic real-time feedback of how crowds are flowing
and congregating is critical to prevent excessive density through internal event controls that
regulate flow and the how many people can access a particular area at any time.
The basic crowd density formula assumes that each person will occupy approximately .6 m2 3
of space or similarly, 5.38 square feet per person. These factors should be adapted based
upon the actual average size of the expected population if known. A better formula that
determines density and flow factor, more than one person per square meter, where each
person above one per square meter begins to affect the flow and safety of the individuals.
This metric tends to be the best method both to pre-evaluate safe crowd conditions and to
monitor actual events since meter grids are easier to apply on maps or photos of crowds to
estimate actual real-time density.
Below are images used with special permission of Dr. G. Keith Still, to help visualize crowd
density at low and high risk conditions. These images help to apply the crowd density
formulas to understand how a crowd will appear placed on sized-to-scale grids in meters.

Illustration 1

Illustration 2

Illustration 1, static crowd density at one person per meter viewed from overhead and
Illustration 2, an uneven distribution (more typical) of one person per meter over a five meter
area.

3

Area per Person, TheEngineeringToolBox.com (2016).
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Illustration 3

Illustration 4

Illustration 3, provides an overhead view of how five people per square meter appears.
Illustration 4, demonstrates how six people per square metre appears in an area of 100 square
meters.

Illustration 5

Illustration 5, overlaid on a tennis court contains a density of six people per square meter
(3,750 people in 625 square meters) considered a high risk condition.
Internal Audit obtained photos from Fire and through public images available on social
media that were taken during the event and near the incident time. Additionally, Internal
Audit took photos during field trips when no events were in Tempe Beach Park to obtain a
better perspective relative to the Summer Ends event. Below is a photo from Fire taken near
the time of the incident and contrasted to Internal Audits photo take from the same vantage
point without an event for comparison of the space:
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Photo 1

Photo 1, was provided by Fire around the time of the incident. The photo was taken from
atop the overlook memorial next to the west parking lot bound by Rio Salado. The
approximate distance from the camera location to the main stage (upper center of photo) is
337 feet or 103 meters (red vertical line). Through discussion with Special Events, we
determined that the control tents (red rectangle to upper right) were located approximately
120’ from each stage. These approximate measurements helped to obtain an initial
assessment about the density of the crowd in general but the photo does not permit a count of
people within a measured area and therefore insufficient information to estimate the actual
density or crowd size. Since the photo was taken from behind the crowd, it is possible to
observe that the crowd density increased significantly leading up to both stages.
The satellite Map 1 image below contains the approximate location from where Fire took
Photo 1. After initial analysis of features in Photo 1, Internal Audit took a similar
photograph, Photo 2 from the same angle to understand landmarks, distances and areas in the
photo taken both during the event and without an event present. The two photos help to
visualize the actual space, depth and significance of how many individuals were in the prime
entertainment area of the Tempe Beach Park near the time of the incident.
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Map 1 – Location and Distance of Photo 1 and Photo 2
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Photo 2

Photo 2, taken by Internal Audit from a similar perspective of Tempe Beach Park without an
event for comparison to Photo 1. The red line is a reference similar to the one in Photo 1 and
approximates the same distance the photo was taken looking into the prime entertainment
area. By comparing the two photos, the actual area is not nearly as big as the perspective
created in the photo taken during the event. Thus, although Internal Audit cannot estimate
crowd density or crowd size from Photo 1, visualization of these two photos to the earlier
illustrations of Dr. G. Keith Still infer a high crowd density condition during the Summer
Ends event.
Internal Audit was able to obtain another image from social media that was taken by an
official photographer who was permitted access to the stage side during the Summer Ends
event (used with permission of the photographer). Photo 3 was taken from the west stage
behind the scrim looking east during the event and subsequently picked up by
LiveforLiveMusic.com in their article about the incident during the Summer Ends event.
This image provided a better opportunity to estimate the crowd density and the size of the
crowd at the time of the image. Enough clarity exists within the photo to count people and
approximate area and distances.
We relied on this image, accounts of the incidents both from rescue communications and
media accounts, and other available evidence to understand the conditions at the venue.
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Photo 3

By analyzing the photo for the horizon, vanishing points and considering that the stage
control tents were approximately 120 feet from the front of each stage, we focused on the
area in the lower left at the stage barrier. From a count of individuals in this area we
estimated that the crowd density was 6.31 people per square meter (+/-.5) and the estimated
crowd size ranging from 27,812 to 32,599. A reasonable crowd size estimate being 30,206
people primarily within the prime entertainment area (6.31 people per meter X 4,787 square
meters). Visualization of the photo indicates that the density was consistently high from the
stage barriers back past the semi-circular cement area of the Tempe Beach Park. By
observation of the photo taken from the rear view (Photo 1) the crowd density eases and is
less dense outside the semi-circular area.
Geography of Tempe Beach Park
Internal Audit further evaluated the venue from the perspective of crowd flow. The satellite
image below illustrates the approximate entire venue area reserved for the Summer Ends
event and commonly used for similar events with a controlled entry. The area is
approximately 47,560 square meters or 511,930 square feet. The perimeter is approximate
921 meters or 3,022 feet boundary. The area includes permanent structures and features that
occupy space which would reduce the actual usable area.
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Map 2 – Tempe Beach Park Entire Venue – Controlled Entry Events

Through inquiry with Special Events personnel, Internal Audit concluded that most of those
attending the Summer Ends event had migrated into the prime and sub-prime entertainment
areas of the Tempe Beach Park. The sub-prime area was identified both from inquiry of
Special Events staff, their first hand observations during the event, corroborated through
available images, media accounts and internal reports. We labelled this as the sub-prime
entertainment area because there are obstructions such as trees, lampposts, small structures
and equipment cabinets that would obstruct views to either stage depending on the location a
person was standing. This includes the prime entertainment area and an area which extends
past the semi-circular cement area with other paths and grassy areas. For the Summer Ends
Event there were two stages in use and part of the prime area was further reduced (reflected
in the area calculation). This area is outlined below.
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Map 3 – Sub-Prime Entertainment Area including the Prime View Area

From analysis of the photos available during the event, inquiry with Special Events
personnel, media and internal reports, Internal Audit concludes that the area within in the
semi-circular cement pathway with inner grassy area as the prime entertainment area and
where sightlines to the stage were optimal. This area is outlined below.
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Map 4 – Prime Entertainment Area

Based upon our research and observations, we developed approximate crowd densities for
the three areas of Tempe Beach Park using the most commonly known formulas.
Dr. G Keith Still uses the person per square meter approach to establish the relationship
between density and how the density affects people’s ability to move. The calculations for
his method are contained in the first section of the Crowd Density Method Comparison chart.
As people per square meter increase from 1 to 6+, density increases and flow becomes
constricted, thus exponentially increasing risk of injury exclusive of any other contributors.
This formula provides the best results in terms of prevention, monitoring and mitigation as it
encompasses both density and flow dynamics.
The next method, Jacobs Crowd Formula was one of the earliest formulas used to determine
the crowd size by looking at grids in square feet and determining how many people are
identified and used to estimate how many people attended an event. This formula suggests
that 1:10 (one to ten square feet) is low risk while 1:3 (one person per 3 square feet) would
be high risk density. This formula has typically been used after-the-fact to estimate
attendance.
The Citygraphs CrowdSize Application provides an estimate of the allowable crowd size
based upon specific boundaries as drawn on a map. Although the algorithm used by the
application is proprietary, it produces comparative results to the other formulas.
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Special Events - Summer Ends Concert, September 2015
Internal Audit Office
Crowd Density Analysis and Standards

Venue - Tempe Beach Park
Prime Entertainment Area
Sub-Prime Entertainment Area
Total Venue Area

Venue - Tempe Beach Park
Prime Entertainment Area
Sub-Prime Entertainment Area
Total Venue Area

Based on: Dr. G Keith Still - Crowd Safety and Risk Analysis
Method: Density v Flow of People per Sq Meter
Lower Risk
Size - Sq Meters People Per Sq Mtr-->
1
2
4,785
Crowd Size
4,785
9,570
8,459
Crowd Size
8,459
16,918
47,560
Crowd Size
47,560
95,120
Based on: Jacobs Crowd Formula Estimates and Safety
Light Density
Size - Sq Ft
Sq Ft per Person -->
10
51,508
Crowd Size
5,151
91,051
Crowd Size
9,105
511,930
Crowd Size
51,193

Based on CrowdSize Application by Citygraphs
Venue - Tempe Beach Park
Size - Sq Ft
Prime Entertainment Area
51,508
Sub-Prime Entertainment Area
91,051
Total Venue Area
511,930

Dense
5
11,446
20,234
113,762

Moderate Risk
3
4
14,355
19,140
25,377
33,836
142,680
190,240

Highest Risk
5
6
23,925
28,710
42,295
50,754
237,800
285,360

Heavy Density
3
20,603
36,420
204,772

Crowd Estimate
10,200
21,240
70,700

Based on Fire Prevention's Current Formula
Venue - Tempe Beach Park
Fire Prevention
People per Sq Ft People 7:1 Sq Ft
Prime Entertainment Area
51,508
Crowd Size
7,358
Sub-Prime Entertainment Area
91,051
Crowd Size
13,007
Total Venue Area
511,930
Crowd Size
73,133

Crowd Density Method Comparison

Included in the chart above at the bottom is the current method used by Fire Prevention based
on indoor standards, which yields similar results. These calculations help to illustrate a
starting point for allowable crowd densities within the Tempe Beach Park when set for an
event such as Summer Ends. Each of the methods produces similar results in either meters or
feet for outdoor venues. Thus, based upon our estimate of the crowd density and size of
crowd at the Summer Ends event, on each scale the data suggests a high risk density
condition occurred. These methods may further serve to develop an evaluation model for
any future outdoor events for review of special event applications and to monitor actual
crowd densities at special events.
The original schematic and setup submitted by the promoter did not identify any mechanisms
within the venue to regulate crowd flow and density. A copy of the schematic is included
below.
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Schematic Submitted by Promoter for Summer Ends Event

Event Risk Profile: The most common key criterion (but not limited to) for developing a
risk model for crowd safety management are:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Type of Event
Duration of Event
Environment (weather, e.g., heat)
Dynamic of Crowd (static, dancing, sitting, standing)
Nature of Surface
Slopes
Profile of Audience (including alcohol or potential drug use)
Lines of Sight
Equipment Location
Stage or Multi-stages
Safety Management
Barrier Plans
Space for Movement
Egress and evacuation

These components relate to the proposed venue, space size, design and use of the space and
the effects on crowd density and flow, to develop a risk profile. These factors must be
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coupled with crowd density and flow considerations to develop an overview of total risk
evaluation.
The components outlined above can be considered as Physical and Safety Factors to
determine if a restriction is needed for crowd density. Each component is evaluated from 0.0
to 1.0, with 0.0 being poor and 1.0 being good. If each component is 1.0 then the crowd
formula does not require adjustment. However, if any of the components are evaluated lower
than a 1.0, the average of the factors is applied to the crowd density. For example, for the
Tempe Beach Park, prime entertainment area, an allowable crowd density of 9,500-10,200
but there is a slight downward slope toward the stage barrier so the physical component may
be rated at .9, thus, 9,500 * .9 = 8,550 which compensates to improve safety by limiting
density. By limiting the density, people retain the ability to maneuver when needed and
reduce other risk like heat exhaustion, dehydration, obtaining ventilation and so forth.
The formulas used to illustrate the density levels for Tempe Beach Park and the components
to build an event risk profile, may act as a starting point for developing a scientific approach
for risk reduction. Using these two primary models together for any outdoor event with a
controlled entry and perimeter, better estimates can be facilitated where crowd density and
flow of people are critical to crowd safety management.

Why High Density Crowding Occurred
The underestimate of the crowd size and loss of the actual entry count by the promoter was the
primary contributor of the incident at the Summer Ends event. High density crowding occurred
due to a lack of internal regulation to control the number of people within sub-areas of the
Tempe Beach Park venue, primarily the area to the north of the cement semi-circle walkway
toward the staging areas. The original schematic presented by the promoter did not contain any
plans for crowd regulation and due to the promoters equipment malfunctioning without any
backup method to count people entering the venue an accurate count of the actual crowd was
unavailable. Reports of symptoms by those interviewed by the media and from internal
documents of public safety personnel: breathing problems, overheating, spasms, crushing,
dehydration, confirm that most were a likely result of high density crowding. In a high density
crowding condition, individuals do not have any freedom to move, to get air, to obtain water, and
in some instances the pressure can be significant enough to affect breathing or in critical
circumstances crush individuals to death from suffocation or being trampled if they fall.
Internal Audit’s research behind the reasons for accidents at events identified the primary
reasons that accidents occur 4:
o Lack of understanding of crowd dynamics and behavior
o Lack of attention to crowd densities and movement
4

Still, Dr G Keith. Presentation: Crowd Density Considerations. Cabinet Office: Emergency Planning Office.
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Additional research by Jonathan D Sime5 concluded the following as a key factor in crowd
disasters:
o
o
o
o
o

Communication Systems (need to be integrated with safety aspects)
Architectural Design
Information Technology
Management
Venue Usage

Future Plans and Mitigations
Crowd Safety Management practices can be enhanced and effectively structured for future large
events through having the appropriate internal controls in place. That process begins with a
critical assessment of the initial application specifically in terms of crowd safety management.
Through continued communication with the promoter as new information is available, careful
analysis and objective review by the City’s safety personnel those efforts can be further
enhanced. Ultimately through incorporating crowd science aspects into those internal controls
throughout the entire process will facilitate risk reduction and optimize safety for future outdoor
events in Tempe.

5

Sime, Jonathan D. “Crowd Facilities, Management and Communications in Disasters.” Facilities 17 (1999): 313-24.
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